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Carol Hemker didn’t know how she was going to get into the shirt the 

hospital sent her home with after her surgery. 

In theory she was supposed to step into it and pull it up over her shoulders, 

but that was absurd when post-op she only could barely lift her arms. 

A tube and plastic pouch known as a surgical drain hung from the place 

where her left breast had once been. This medical garment didn’t make any 

sense for what her body had gone through and what it still needed to 

overcome. 

She didn’t know if she wanted to laugh or cry. 

Her daughter, Lauren Hemker, knew she wanted to do something about it. 

Six years after her mother was diagnosed with invasive lobular 

carcinoma, the two Louisville women launched a new clothing 

company, Audrey Liz, in hopes that other cancer survivors won't have to feel 

the way Carol did the day she came home. They've designed a fashionable, 

flexible top that can go from "bed to brunch," as they say. It's roomy enough 

to store those surgical drains in internal pockets, but flattering in a way that 

you don't see their bulge. Velcro, too, allows for the top to slip on in a way 

that's doable with minimal arm movement or a caretaker's help.  

https://www.audreyliz.com/


The patented design is functional, but it's darn cute, too. If you're feeling up 

to venturing out, it pairs well with a wrap and a pair of jeans. If you're not, 

it's soft enough that it's good for a day on the sofa, too.  

You think you know a lot about breast cancer until you have it, Carol told 

me when I got her on the phone just a couple of days before Breast Cancer 

Awareness Month in October began. 

It's not all pink ribbons and mammograms, though. 

"You’re not normal because you’re missing body parts for one thing," she 

told me. "You’re going through something where you look OK on the 

outside but on the inside, you’re really not."  

I'd never heard of a "surgical drain" until the day we spoke, and as she 

pointed out, I was lucky for that. 

That intrusive, flailing, awkward apparatus that removes fluid from the sight 

of a surgical wound was just one step in the long list of things that needed to 

be done to keep her alive and to make her feel normal — first it was a 

lumpectomy and lymph node removal, then a mastectomy, and, finally, 

breast reconstruction.  

I lost track of the procedures, treatments and adjustments as she talked me 

through what she had to experience during her recovery. 

Having a breast removed is an unnatural, unfeminine-feeling thing, and having to wear frumpy, unflattering clothing to hide her 

unbalanced chest and the surgical drains only added to her misery, she said. 

She wanted to feel normal, and she just couldn't while wearing a nightgown when friends and family came to visit her at home.  

"You want to look like everyone else," Carol 

told me. "You want to feel fashionable and 

move forward and you want to feel feminine, 

too. You don’t when you’re all bandaged up, 

and like you’re struggling to figure out what’s 

going on and how you’re going to get through 

it." 

The idea for Audrey Liz didn't get rolling until 

the worst was truly over. Lauren's mom had 

been out of the woods with cancer for more 

than a year when the family was out at dinner 

one evening. 

Lauren doesn't usually play the lottery, she told 

me, but she'd bought a Powerball ticket that day 

because the jackpot was high and her 

colleagues were playing it. Sitting around the 

table she started talking about all the things 

she'd do if she won the millions and millions of 

dollars that were up for grabs, and among them, was starting a clothing company to help post-op patient like her mother. 

"My dad looked me right in the eye and he said, 'You don’t have to win the lottery to do that,'" she remembered.  

And he was right.  

Lauren had graduated from Indiana University with a degree in fashion merchandising and psychology, and until her mom had 

gotten sick, she'd been a buyer for a department store in Milwaukee. 

The duo traveled to the garment district in New York City to source fabrics, but few companies agreed to meet with them because 

they were so small. Telling people that you’re a mother and daughter from Kentucky starting a business was hardly a selling point 

https://www.nationalbreastcancer.org/breast-cancer-awareness-month
https://www.nationalbreastcancer.org/breast-cancer-awareness-month


for the industry. So they mapped out which companies had U.S. fabrics and knocked on doors asking to look at their materials. It 

took awhile, but they eventually established relationships with a couple of owners of U.S. textile manufacturing companies. 

They hit hurdles finding manufacturers, too, because factories that could sew with “fashion” fabrics did not want to have any 

medical liability. Meanwhile, factories that produce medical garments weren’t capable of sewing with nonindustrial materials. 

The Hemkers slowly realized why Carol's options had been so slim during her own recovery. There's a huge disconnect between 

the medical and the fashion world, Lauren told me.  

They also did research to ensure there was a market for the product, and sadly there was. Breast cancer is the second-most 

common type of cancer in women. The American Cancer Society estimated 268,600 cases of invasive breast cancer would be 

diagnosed in women in the United States in 2019, according to the most recent date.  

Essentially, thousands of women were going to have to face what Carol did.  

Hopefully, they could help them do it more comfortably.  

The Hemkers formally launched Audrey Liz's online store in February. The platform is simple — on the day we spoke, they had 

their signature top available in three colors online. They also had a single shower scarf designed to hold those surgical drains and 

help cover the new shape of thechest post-surgery. With minimal arm movement, most women need help bathing once they're 

home. The scarf provides an extra layer of privacy. 

In the next couple of weeks, the duo plans to add a couple of pairs of matching pants to the mix, but in general, they want to keep 

the shop simple.  

Women undergoing treatment for breast cancer already have enough decisions to make without scrolling endlessly through a 

whole catalog of patterns and designs.  

It's a tricky product to push because it's one of those things that you don't realize you need until you need it, they told me. Until 

you actually understand how intrusive it is to have a breast removed and to manage a surgical drain, it seems unnecessary.  

Carol has been there, though, and she's hopeful other survivors will take the advantage she didn't have.  

Being comfortable is important, she told me, but so is looking good. She's a firm believer that when you feel good about how you 

look on the outside, it helps you heal on the inside, too.  "It’s a good thing to get up and feel good about yourself," Carol told 

me. "I think that’s a good thing regardless." 
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